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Practical Reverse Engineering: x86, x64, ARM, Windows Kernel, Reversing Tools, and ObfuscationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Analyzing how hacks are done, so as to stop them in the future


	Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing hardware or software and understanding it, without having access to the source code or design documents. Hackers are able to reverse engineer systems and exploit what they find with scary results. Now the good guys...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too … With a new kernel, a new interface, and loads of new multimedia and connectivity features, Windows XP is the most significant Windows upgrade since Windows 95. Written by renowned Windows guru Alan Simpson, this soup-to-nuts guide is just what you need to master XP, whether you want to customize...
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LPIC-2 Linux Professional Institute Certification Study Guide: Exams 201 and 202Sybex, 2011

	Why should you learn about Linux? It’s a fast-growing operating system, and it’s inexpensive and flexible. Linux is also a major player in the small and mid-sized server field, and it’s an increasingly viable platform for workstation and desktop use as well. By understanding Linux, you’ll...
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How Microsoft Windows Vista Works (How It Works)Que, 2007
Windows Vista is the long-awaited upgrade to the Microsoft Windows operating system, and it's a lot different from the Windows you're used to. What's new in Windows Vista–and how do all those new features work?
 

How Microsoft Windows Vista Works is the first...
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Programming Perl (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
Perl is a powerful interpreted programming language that  has matured steadily since it first appeared in 1988.  The first edition of this book, Programming Perl, hit the shelves in 1990, and was quickly adopted as the  undisputed Bible of the language. Since then, Perl  has grown with the times, and so has this book.  Programming...
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Liferay Portal Systems DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012


	Liferay portal is one of the most mature portal frameworks in the market, offering

	many key business benefits that involve personalization, customization, content

	management systems, web content management, collaboration, social networking,

	and workflow. Liferay delivers enterprise solutions for portals, publishing content,...
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System Performance Tuning (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1990

	
		System Performance Tuning answers one of the most fundamental questions you can ask about your UNIX-based computer: How can I get it to do more work without buying more hardware? Anyone who has ever used a computer has wished that the system was faster, particularly at times when it was under heavy load.If your system gets...
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Solaris(TM) Internals: Solaris 10 and OpenSolaris Kernel Architecture (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
"The Solaris™Internals volumes are simply the best and most comprehensive treatment of the Solaris (and OpenSolaris) Operating Environment. Any person using Solaris--in any capacity--would be remiss not to include these two new volumes in their personal library. With advanced...
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Linux Utilities CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Linux is a stable, reliable and extremely powerful operating system. It has been around for many years, however, most people still don't know what it can do and the ways it is superior to other operating systems. Many people want to get started with Linux for greater control and security, but getting started can be time consuming and...
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Linux Mint System AdministratorA¢a‚¬a„¢s Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Probably the fastest route to becoming a Linux Mint system administrator, this book takes you from A–Z with clear step-by-step instructions, ranging from basic installation, to configuring networks, to troubleshooting. The perfect primer.


	Overview


	What you will learn from this book

...
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PThreads Programming: A POSIX Standard for Better Multiprocessing (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1996

	
		Computers are just as busy as the rest of us nowadays. They have lots of tasks to do at once, and need some cleverness to get them all done at the same time.That's why threads are seen more and more often as a new model for programming. Threads have been available for some time. The Mach operating system, the Distributed Computer...
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Professional Windows PowerShell Programming: Snapins, Cmdlets, Hosts and ProvidersWrox Press, 2008
Welcome to Professional Windows PowerShell Programming.

Way back in 2003, I attended a talk at a conference center at Microsoft by some engineers from the Microsoft Management Console team who were giving a demonstration of a prototype enhancement to MMC. The prototype was one of the early murmurs of Microsoft’s response to the...
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